We propose two novel variants of Gromov-Wasserstein (GW) between probability measures in different probability spaces based on projecting these measures into the tree metric spaces. Our first proposed discrepancy, named flow-based tree Gromov-Wasserstein, hinges upon the tree metric from node to root in each tree to define the structure representation of probability measures on trees. The flow-based tree GW shares similar structures with univariate Wasserstein distance while keeping sufficient spatial information of the original projected probability measures. In order to further explore the structure of tree, we proposed another version of flow-based tree GW, which we refer to as depth-based tree Gromov-Wasserstein. That discrepancy considers the alignment of probability measures hierarchically along each depth level of the tree structures. Finally, we demonstrate via extensive simulation studies on large-scale real data sets the relative advantage of the proposed discrepancies.
flow-based tree variant of GW distance based on the tree metric from node to root for probability measures in tree in Section 3. By further considering the structures of trees, we propose depth-based tree variant of GW distance in Section 4. We conduct extensive experiments on real datasets to illustrate the performances of the proposed discrepancies in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
Notation. We denote [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} for any n ∈ N + . For any discrete probability distribution G, the notation |G| stands for the number of supports of G. For any x ∈ R d , x 1 is the 1 -norm of x. Finally, δ x is the Dirac function at x.
Tree Gromov-Wasserstein
In this section, we first provide necessary backgrounds on probability measures on tree. Then, we define tree Gromov-Wasserstein between probability measures on different trees. Figure 1 : An illustration for tree metric space. r x is at depth level 1, while x 4 , x 5 , x 6 , x 7 are at depth level 3. P(x 3 , x 4 ) contains e 3 , e 1 , e 4 (the orange dot path). Γ(x 2 ) = {x 2 , x 5 , x 6 }, and S(r x ) = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 }. For an edge e 5 , v e 5 = x 5 and u e 5 = x 2 .
Preliminary
In this work, we consider probability distributions on a tree metric space. Given a tree T , d T is a tree metric on T . The tree metric between two nodes in a tree is equal to a length of the (unique) path between them [27, §7] . Given node x ∈ T , let Γ(x) be the set of nodes in the subtree of T rooted at x, i.e., Γ(x) = {z ∈ T | x ∈ P(r, z)} where P(r, z) is the (unique) path between root r and node z in T , S(x) be the set of children nodes of x, and |S(·)| is the cardinality of set S(·). Given an edge e, we write u e and v e for the nodes that are respectively at a shallower (closer to r) and deeper (further away from r) level of edge e, and w e be the non-negative length of that edge. We also illustrate those notions in Figure 1 .
Throughout the paper, we are given two probability measures µ = k i=1 a i δ x i and ν = k j=1 b j δ z j in two different tree metric spaces (T X , d T X ) and (T Z , d T Z ) respectively. Our goal is to define discrepancies between these two probability measures. obtain the conclusion of inequality (3).
Efficient computation for flow-based tree Gromov-Wasserstein
A naive implementation for GW T f has a complexity O(N 3 log N ) where N is the number of nodes in tree, if one exhaustedly searches the optimal pair of roots for T X and T Z 1 . In this section, we present an efficient computation approach which nearly reduces this complexity into O(N 3 ) or even O(N 2 log N ).
Consider the GW T f between two empirical measures µ, ν in two different tree metric space T X , T Z rooted at r x , r z respectively. When one changes into the new rootr z for tree T Z , as illustrated in Figure 3 , there are two cases that can happen: Figure 3 : An illustration for an efficient computation approach to reduce to the complexity for the flow-based tree GW discrepancy. Given a measure ν = b
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when the new root noder z = z 3 (z 3 is in the subtree rooted as z 3 , and not containing any supports of ν), the order of d T (r z , z i ) | z i ∈ν is the same as the order of d T (z 3 , z i ) | z i ∈ν , and d T (z 3 , z i ) = d T (r z , z i ) + d T (r z , z 3 ), ∀z i ∈ ν (a.k.a. Case 1, illustrated in the left bottom tree). Additionally, when the new root noder z = z 2 (z 2 is in the subtree rooted at z 2 , and containing supports Figure 4 : An illustration for supports in Ω ν in the Case 2 in the efficient computation approach for GW T f . Assume that Ω ν = {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 7 , z 8 , z 9 , z 10 , z 11 } and the new rootr z = z 4 (emphasized by the square border). We have supports z 7 , z 10 , z 11 for Case 2a (blue dots), supports z 1 , z 2 for Case 2b (green dots), and supports z 3 , z 8 , z 9 for Case 2c (purple and orange dots) where the corresponding closest common ancestors ζ 3 = z 1 , ζ 8 = z 2 , and ζ 9 = z 2 respectively. Note that, ζ 8 = ζ 9 (orange dots), therefore the order of supports z 8 , z 9 is preserved when one changes into the new root.
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In this section, we consider a special case of the flow-based tree GW GW T f where roots have been already aligned. Therefore, we can leave out minimization step with roots in Definition 1. We name the discrepancy under this case as aligned-root flow-based tree Gromov-Wasserstein. In practical applications, we usually need to construct the tree metrics for each data space. Therefore, the aligned roots can be easily obtained by choosing means of data distributions as the roots.
Definition 2. Assume that root r x in T X is aligned with root r z in T Z . Then, the aligned-root flow-based tree Gromov-Wasserstein discrepancy between µ and ν takes the form:
The GW T f in Equation (8) is equivalent to the univariate Wasserstein distance betweenμ := i a i δ dT X (rx,x i ) andν := j b j δ dT Z (rz,z j ) , i.e., GW 2 T f (µ, ν; r x , r z ) = W 2 2 (μ,ν) where we denote W 2 2 as the 2 nd -Wasserstein distance [30] . That distance is equal to the integral of the absolute difference between the generalized quantile functions of these two univariate probability distributions [25, §2] . Consequently, one only needs to sort d T X (r x , x i ) | i , and d T Z (r z , z j ) | j for the computation of GW T f .
Since GW T f is equivalent to the univariate Wasserstein distance, it inherits the same properties as those of the univariate Wasserstein distance. More precisely, GW T f (µ, ν; r x , r z ) = 0 is equivalent tõ µ ≡ν. In addition, GW T f is symmetric and satisfies triangle inequality. An illustration of GW T f is showed in Figure 2 .
Extension to barycenter version
The simple formulation of aligned-root flow-based tree GW in Equation (8) is useful for the barycenter problem. In particular, assume that we have m probability measures µ 1 , . . . , µ m respectively belonging to different tree metric spaces (T X 1 , d T X 1 ), . . . , (T Xm , d T Xm ). For given weights p 1 , . . . , p m , the aligned-root flow-based tree GW barycenter problem aims to find a flow-based tree structure Figure 5 : An illustration for the aligned-root depth-based tree GW GW T d between µ = a 1 δ x 6 + a 2 δ x 7 + a 3 δ x 2 on T X and ν = b 1 δ z 1 + b 2 δ z 5 + b 3 δ z 6 + b 4 δ z 7 on T Z . In GW T d , we consider the optimal alignment at each depth level. At depth level 1, root r x is trivially aligned for root r z . Since both r x and r z have their children nodes, the optimal alignment between r x and r z is recursive into depth level 2. For µ in T X , root r x has 2 subtrees rooted at x 1 and x 2 , considered as "leaves". Therefore, for the 2-depth-level tree T 2 rx , V (T 2 rx ) contains 3 nodes: r x , x 1 , and x 2 , and µ T 2 rx = (a 1 + a 2 )δ
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The recursive procedure is repeated until the deepest level of the lower tree where there exists only the simple cases (i.e. at least one of an aligned pair of nodes does not have any children nodes).
representation ∆μ := {d T X (r x , x i ), a i } i∈[k] of an optimal probability measureμ whose number of supports is less than or equal to k in the tree metric space (T X , d T X ) that takes the form ∆μ ∈ arg min
where the roots r x i in T X i are aligned with root r x in T X . The above barycenter problem in Equation (9) is equivalent to the free-support univariate Wasserstein barycenter which is efficiently solved, e.g. using Algorithm 2 in [9] .
Extension to tree-sliced versions
Similar to the tree-sliced Wasserstein distance in Le et al. [15] , computing the flow-based tree GW requires to choose or sample pairs of tree metrics for each data space respectively. We can follow the procedure in Le et al. [15] to construct tree metrics based on spatial information, e.g., partition-based tree metrics for low-dimensional data spaces, or clustering-based tree metrics for high-dimensional data spaces. Then, the flow-based tree-sliced GW can be computed as an average over corresponding flow-based tree GW for those pairs of tree metrics on data spaces respectively. SlicedGW to use zero padding when discrete measures have different numbers of supports. For EntropicGW and its variant Var-EntropicGW, we use the log-stabilized Sinkhorn [26] when optimizing the transport plan for entropic GW 2 . In general, when entropic regularization becomes smaller, the quality of entropic GW is better, but its computation is considerably slower. In our experiments, the computation for entropic GW is usually blown up when entropic regularization is less than or equal 1. We run experiments with Intel Xeon CPU E7-8891v3 (2.80GHz), and 256GB RAM.
Quantum chemistry
We carry out a regression problem on molecules for qm7 dataset as in [21] . The task is to predict atomization energies for molecules based on similar labeled molecules instead of estimating them through expensive numerical simulations [21, 23] . For simplicity, we only used the relative locations in R 3 of atoms in molecules 3 . There are 7165 molecules in qm7 dataset. Each molecule has less than or equal 23 atoms. We randomly split 80%/20% for training and test sets, and repeat 20 times. Following Peyré et al. [21] , we use a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) regression approach. We show the averaged mean absolute error (MAE) for different k in k-NN, and time consumption in the first row of Figure 6 . Flow-TreeGW improves the performances of other baselines. In addition, Flow-TreeGW is faster than EntropicGW, Depth-TreeGW and comparative to SlicedGW in computation. We observe that the Var-EntropicGW improves the performances of EntropicGW. So, the entropic term in EntropicGW computation may harm the performances of GW in applications. Furthermore, the performances of Depth-TreeGW are comparative with SlicedGW and better than those of En-tropicGW and Var-EntropicGW. However, Depth-TreeGW is very slow in practice due to solving a large number of sub-problems, i.e., OT between corresponding 2-depth-level trees. Furthermore, Figure 9 : Results of averaged accuracy and time consumption for variants of GW with different parameters (e.g. entropic regularization in EntropicGW and Var-EntropicGW, and the number of slices in SlicedGW, Flow-TreeGW, and Depth-TreeGW) in k-NN in TWITTER dataset.
in Figure 8 , we also illustrate a trade-off between performances and time consumption for those approaches when their parameters are changed, e.g., entropic regularization parameter eps in EntropicGW and Var-EntropicGW, and the number of slices for SlicedGW and Flow-TreeGW.
Document classification with non-registered word embeddings
We next evaluate our proposed Flow-TreeGW and Depth-TreeGW for document classification with nonregistered word embeddings in TWITTER and RECIPE datasets. For these datasets, we use a randomly linear transform for word2vec word embedding [18] , pre-trained on Google News 4 , containing about 3 million words/phrases. So, word2vec maps each word/phrase into a 300-dimensional vector. Following [13, 15] , we remove SMART stop words [24] , and also drop words in documents if they are not in the pre-trained word2vec. After preprocessing, there are 3108 documents in 3 classes where each document has less than or equal 29 words in TWITTER dataset, and 4370 documents in 15 classes where each document has less than or equal 628 words in RECIPE dataset. We randomly split 80%/20% for training and test sets, and repeat 20 times.
We show the averaged accuracy over different k in k-NN and time consumption in the second and third rows of Figure 6 for TWITTER and RECIPE datasets respectively. Flow-TreeGW is faster than other baselines in those datasets. Especially in RECIPE dataset where the number of supports in each documents is high (e.g. less than or equal 628 words), Flow-TreeGW is about 3 orders faster than other variants of GW. SlicedGW has a slow computation when the maximum number of supports is high since it uses zeros embedding and computes a large matrix, e.g., in RECIPE dataset, while other approaches (e.g. EntropicGW, Var-EntropicGW, Flow-TreeGW, and Depth-TreeGW) can work directly with original different-length documents. In TWITTER dataset, the performances of all variants of GW are comparative to each other. However, for EntropicGW and Var-EntropicGW, the regularization parameter should be small enough (i.e. eps = 5) which makes their computation 1, 3, 4 order(s) slower than those of Depth-TreeGW, SlicedGW, Flow-TreeGW respectively (for 1 slice). For RECIPE dataset, the performances of Flow-TreeGW, Depth-TreeGW, and SlicedGW are comparative to each other, and better than those of EntropicGW, except for k ∈ [4, 8] , but worse than those of Var-EntropicGW. Therefore, in RECIPE dataset, the entropic term in EntropicGW computation may also harm its performances. Moreover, we also show the trade-off between performances and time consumption for those variants of GW when their parameters are changed for TWITTER and RECIPE datasets in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively.
Large-scale Flow-TreeGW barycenter within k-means clustering
We applied our Flow-TreeGW barycenter technique in §3.4, using Algorithm 2 in [9] where we set k = 100 for the maximum number of supports in barycenters, into a larger machine learning pipeline
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The number of probability measures such as k-means clustering. We used MNIST dataset where each point cloud of handwritten digits is rotated arbitrarily in the plane as in [21] . For each handwritten digit, we randomly extracted 6000 point clouds. We evaluated k-means with Flow-TreeGW for 60000, 120000, 240000, 480000, and 960000 handwritten-digit point clouds where each handwritten digit is randomly rotated 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 times respectively. Furthermore, we grouped the handwritten digit 6 and digit 9 together due to applying random rotation. We used k-means++ initialization technique [4] , set 20 for the maximum iterations of k-means, and repeated 10 times with different random seeds for k-means++ initialization. In Figure 11 , we show the averaged time consumption and F β measure as in [14] for the results of k-means clustering with Flow-TreeGW. Note that, in these settings of our data sets, the barycenter problem from EntropicGW [21] has either extremely slow running time or out-of-memory issue.
Conclusion
In the paper, we proposed two tree variants of GW between probability measures in different metric spaces, namely flow-based and depth-based tree Gromov-Wasserstein. In particular, the flow-based tree GW is not only very fast, but its performances also compare favorably with other variants of GW. Moreover, the flow-based tree GW can be applied for large-scale applications (e.g. about 1 million probability measures) which are usually prohibited for other variants of Gromov-Wasserstein.
